Westminster Bridge - Waterloo

These cosy serviced apartments offer business and leisure travellers with all they need to enjoy short or extended stays in London. Complete with state of the art facilities in each room, these compact, modern and stylish apartments are fully furnished with the best quality contemporary fittings for an enjoyable stay. Designed with your utmost comfort in mind, after a day of working hard or exploring the city, you’ll be able to come home to your apartment and properly unwind. Our guest services team are available 24/7 to keep your trip on track and to answer any queries you may have.
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Waterloo is in a prime location in London. It's near to due to attractions and transport connections.

Based conveniently close between the financial and tourist areas of the city, when staying in these apartments you’ll benefit from outstanding amenities that make you feel like you’re living in your own home. The area has all the attractions and restaurants you need for a successful stay.

From the apartments, the closest train station is Waterloo. You’ll be able to access the rest of the city and its many treasures via this station.

Airports
- London City Airport 2.0 miles
- Heathrow 27 miles

Train stations
- Waterloo 0.5 miles
- London Bridge 2.0 miles

Underground
- Lambeth North 0.5 miles
- Waterloo 1.0 miles
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150-152 Fenchurch Street
London EC3M 6BB
thesqua.re - the travel community that works for you

- sign-up for either a personal or enterprise account
- complete, manage and view your bookings from anywhere using our cloud-based technology
- earn exclusive rewards only available to members of thesquar.e

Your personal account lets you review, manage and edit bookings, view and pay invoices, and keep up to date with the exclusive rewards you receive as a valued member of thesquar.e - all with the click of a 'log in' button.
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